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A novel compact and circular polarized antenna is proposed which can be easily fabricated and embedded into RFID readers.
Circular polarization characteristic of the proposed antenna is achieved by introducing a crossed branch.Themodifiedmeandering
line structure gives the antenna compactness characteristic. A prototype is fabricated and measured. The results show that this
circular polarized antenna with compact dimension can cover the Chinese RFID operating band from 920MHz to 925MHz, which
make’s the antenna suitable for handheld terminal application of RFID readers.

1. Introduction

In recent years, UHF RFID systems have moved from
obscurity into mainstream applications due to some of their
attractive features such as good reading ranges, high date
rates, and potentially low cost [1–3]. An RFID system consists
of reader, reader antenna, and tags. Since the tag antennas
are linearly polarized, a circularly polarized RFID reader
antenna is preferred to detect the random orientated tags
[4–7]. In some applications, handheld or portable readers
are required. And also RFID readers are now integrating
with other portable terminal devices such as mobile phone.
In these applications, the RFID reader antennas should be
compact and easily integrated.

Monopole antennas [8–10] have been widely used in
wireless communications with compact characteristic, good
radiation patterns, simple structure, and easy integrationwith
other devices, especially the meandering line structure, but
they are usually used for linear polarization. Relatively very
few designs are available in the open literature for achieving
CP radiation using meandering line monopole structure.

In this paper, an antennawith compact and circular polar-
ized characteristics for RFID reader application is proposed.
The antenna covers the required bandwidths of RFID in
China from 920MHz to 925MHz. Monopole antenna with

meandering line structure is designed to achieve compact
characteristic, and cross loaded branches are used to achieve
circular polarization. One distinguishing feature of the pro-
posed antenna is that meandering line monopole antennas,
which have been widely used in terminals and usually used
for linear polarization, can achieve circular polarization
radiation. Details of the antenna design are presented, and
simulated and measured results are given to demonstrate the
performance of the proposed antenna.

2. Antenna Design

Figure 1 shows the geometry of the proposed antenna. The
antenna is mounted on FR4 substrate with permittivity of
4.4 and dielectric loss tangent of 0.02 and thickness of
1.6mm. Since the antenna is used in handset device, a palm-
size test bench of 120mm (𝐿)∗ 60mm (𝑊)∗ 1.6mm (ℎ)
is included to emulate the handset circuit board. A small
antenna chip with the size of 50mm∗ 6mm∗ 1.6mm is
fabricated perpendicularly on the corner of the slab. In fact,
most of the space is occupied by the test bench, so the space
occupied by the antenna is relatively small.

The antenna is mainly composed of a rectangular ground
with a rectangular clearance at the corner where the antenna
chip is fabricated, a meander line, a feed line, a short line, and
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Figure 1: The geometry of the proposed antenna.

Table 1: Antenna dimensions.

Parameter 𝐿 𝑊 𝐿
𝑔

𝑊
𝑔

𝐿
𝑧1

Value (mm) 120 67 60 22 50
Parameter 𝑊

𝑧1
𝐿
𝑏1

𝐿
𝑏2

𝑑

Value (mm) 6 35 18 2.5

a crossed branch. The meander line is printed on the small
antenna chip, perpendicular to the test bench. The ground
plane is printed on the back side of the slabwhile the feed line,
crossed branch, and the short line are printed on the front
side of the slab. The meander line and the crossed branch are
fed by the feed line. In the fabricated prototype, a 50Ohm
coaxial line is used to connect the antenna prototype and the
test instrument.

Simulator Ansoft HFSS is used to simulate and optimize
the proposed antenna design. Through numerous simula-
tions, we can find that the impedance matching and AR
bandwidth are primarily dependent on the meandering line
structure and the cross shaped branch, separately.The crossed
branch is a paramount factor and needs serious consideration
in the AR of the designed frequency band. By carefully
selecting the parameter of the cross, a broadband circular
polarization is obtained.The finally chosen dimensions of the
proposed antenna are illustrated in Table 1.

Figure 2 shows the radiation patterns of the proposed
antenna at 920MHz. From the results, we can see that the
antenna has circular polarization characteristic. At one side,
the antenna has left handed circular polarization (LHCP),
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Figure 2: 3D radiation patterns of the proposed antenna. (a) RHCP
pattern. (b) LHCP pattern.

Figure 3: Photograph of the fabricated antenna.

and at the other side, the antenna has right-handed circular
polarization (RHCP). It means that no matter the tags’ ori-
entation and position, the RFID reader antenna can identify
them.

3. Simulation and Measurement Results

In order to verify the proposed antenna design, a prototype
is fabricated as shown in Figure 3. All the measured results
are carried out in anechoic chamber using VNA and other
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Figure 4: Simulated and measured S11 of the proposed antenna.
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Figure 5: Simulated and measured axial ratio.

microwave test instruments. The simulated and measured
reflection coefficients of the proposed antenna are shown in
Figure 4. As can be seen, the proposed antenna has broad-
band impedance matching characteristic from 850MHz to
950MHz defined by S11 < −10 dB, which covers most of the
current RFID frequency bands.

Figure 5 shows the measured axial ratio in the broadside
direction (𝜃 = 0∘). As can be seen, an AR bandwidth of
around 50MHz from 890MHz to 940MHz for AR ≤ 3 dB is
shown, which means that the antenna achieves good circular
polarization characteristic.

The simulated and measured RHCP radiation patterns of
the antenna in 𝑋-𝑍 plane and 𝑌-𝑍 plane at two different
frequencies 920MHz and 925MHz are compared in Figure 6.
The RHCP gain maximum, which is about 1.5 dBi, is found
about 10 degree’s away from +𝑍 direction, and the beam
width defined by >−3 dBi is about 120 degree’s at 920MHz.
The measured peak RHCP gain at 925MHz is about 2.0 dBi,
and the beam width is about 100 degree’s, narrower than the
lower frequency which is caused by the higher peak gain.
As can be seen, the antenna achieves good CP radiation
patterns.

4. Parameter Study

For the purpose of optimized performance, parametric stud-
ies of the dimensions of the antenna structure are carried out.
In this antenna design, the length of the crossed branches
will have a big impact on the antenna performance, including
the return loss and the axial ratio. In order to investigate the
effects of the length of the crossed branch, we carried out
a parameter study via HFSS. Figure 7 shows the simulated
results of various branch 1 lengths 𝐿𝑏1. From Figure 7(a), we
can see that when 𝐿𝑏1 changes from 34mm to 37mm, the
frequency of S11 < −10 dB goes down. The circular polariza-
tion characteristic will be also affected by the dimension of
branch 1. As shown in Figure 7(b), when 𝐿𝑏1 is changed from
34mm to 37mm the axial ratio turns worse. Taking into con-
sideration both the return loss and axial ratio performance,
we chose 𝐿𝑏1 = 35mm as the optimized value in the final
design.

In addition to branch 1, the branch 2 dimension of the
crossed branches is also a sensitive parameter to the antenna
characteristics. Similar to 𝐿𝑏1, we also sweep the branch
2 length 𝐿𝑏2 from 18mm to 22mm. Simulated results of
different 𝐿𝑏2 values are shown in Figure 8. Figure 8(a) shows
that the working frequency goes down when 𝐿𝑏2 varies
from 18mm to 22mm. Figure 8(b) shows that the axial
ratio remains unchanged when 𝐿𝑏2 varies, which means that
the circular polarization characteristic of the antenna is not
sensitive to branch 2 dimension. So the selection of branch 2
length ismainly based on S11 results.We choose 𝐿𝑏2 = 21mm
as the final optimized value.

The meander line is an important part in the antenna
design, so the internal’s of the meander line 𝑑 is also a
parameter that cannot be ignored. To study how the 𝑑 value
affect’s the antenna, several different values were used to
simulate in HFSS. The results show that axial ratio is not
sensitive to 𝑑 values, but the return loss of the antenna
changed greatly while 𝑑 varies. Figure 9 shows the different
results of S11 in terms of different 𝑑 values. From the figure
we can see that while the value of 𝑑 goes up, the resonance
frequency goes down. This can be obviously seen in terms
of the rule longer current path lower resonant frequency. As
the interval of the meander line becomes bigger, the total
length of the current path get’s longer, so the frequency
reduce.
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Figure 6: Simulated and measured radiation patterns at 920MHz and 925MHz. (a) RHCP gain at 920MHz. (b) RHCP gain at 925MHz.

Finally, the dimension of the ground plane of the antenna
is also a significant parameter that will have great impact
on the antenna performance, including both return loss and
axial ratio. So the parameter 𝐿 should be designed carefully

in order to get a perfect antenna. Several values were tried
in the simulation in order to get the appropriate length of 𝐿.
The simulated results of return loss and axial ratio of different
𝐿 values are shown in Figure 10. Figure 10(a) shows that 𝐿
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Figure 7: Comparison of S11 and AR of the antenna with different 𝐿
𝑏2
. (a) S11. (b) Axial ratio.
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Figure 8: Comparison of S11 and AR of the antenna with different 𝐿
𝑏2
. (a) S11. (b) Axial ratio.

mainly affects the impedance bandwidth. Figure 10(b) shows
that the frequency of AR < 3 dB will shift when 𝐿 varies.
While 𝐿 changes from 100mm to 150mm, the frequency of
AR< 3 dB goes down quickly. Taking into account the S11, AR
performance, and fabrication considerations, 𝐿 = 120mm is
finally chosen as the optimized value in the antenn design.

In addition to the parameters mentioned above, the
dimensions of the clearance at the corner of the ground
plane also affect the resonance frequency slightly. So the
parameters 𝑊𝑔 and 𝐿𝑔 should be designed carefully to get
good impedance match.

From the analysis above, we can conclude that the axial
ratio is mainly affected by the branch 1 length and ground

length and all the dimensions of the antenna part have effects
on the return loss characteristic.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, a design of compact and circular polarized
RFID reader antennae for portable terminal applications is
proposed. The antenna has the compactness and circularly
polarization at the same time by introducing the meandering
line structure and crossed branch. Both simulation and
measurement results show that the return loss and AR cover
the whole Chinese RFID frequency band.This antenna could
find its application in handheld terminals for mobile RFID
reader system.
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